
Appeal to the world community 

. 

At this most difficult stage of the world's development, a few months ago I applied to the great scientific 

centers - there are threats and opportunities in the world's energy sector, which  if  ignored, would be 

tantamount to a crime. 

Clearly, today's crisis in the energy sector, climate change and fighting over the distribution of resources 

have put the world on the brink of war. This is a direct proof that during a century and a half, energy 

industry, the theoretical foundations of which are reflected in classical thermodynamics, was developing 

in the wrong direction.  

Based on our theoretical works and 7 years of experimental observation in contact with colleagues from 

Germany, we can state that it is possible to get energy from the equilibrium environment, and energy 

industry should be based on Maxwell's idea that, unfortunately, was rejected.  

The natural processes and scientific innovations announced in recent years (for example creation of 

artificial fuel from burning products in Germany).clearly proves the same and in the future, energy will 

no longer be the basis of monopoly, big business and violence on the world. However, there is still no 

loud recognition that the theoretical foundations of energy need to be changed. There is no recognition 

that the great scientists criticizing the modern thermodynamics were right. 

Scientists of the largest countries do not respond to my offer to engage in an open discussion that should 

change approaches to energy. The world is silent. Large research centers simply do not want to evaluate 

what happened with their participation.  

In recent days, Russia and America have made fantastic applications in this field. But scientists do not say 

the main thing - everyone can get energy in the future. The secret scientific battle for superiority 

continues. 

Of course, everyone has the right to disagree with any scientific opinion, even of an acknowledged genius 

like James Maxwell or Nikola Tesla. But today, when humans have brought our civilization to a critical 

limit, ignoring any thought that serves a noble purpose is a sign of human spiritual degradation. Blocking 

of scientific direction and repression of the research center, which I personally experienced in Georgia 

from previous governance, is the worst violation of human rights (Articles 6 and 17 of the European 

Convention on Human Rights, as well as Article 1 of the Additional Protocol of 1952). And hiding 

scientific innovation in order to gain an advantage over the rest of the world is the crime that threatens to 

destroy our civilization. 

Please, with the participation of specialists, study the meaning of the information provided in the attached 

articles: 

1. Physical entity of the electro-deformation energy generator as a theoretical basis of living organisms 

movement. Carnot's theorem as a special case. 

2. How to live without the sun. Plant growth process contrary to Carnot's theory 



I hope that with your help, the recommendations contained in the attached article “Stop the nature 

destruction and violence” will be reflected in the fundamental documents about protection of human 

rights, including the European Convention on Human Rights which will influence states to guide the 

development of science and technology for the benefit of our civilization. 
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